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Introduction

The dream aspects of surrealism come to me naturally. Like most 
people, I dream frequently and vividly, sometimes so nightmarish 
that I force myself to wake up in order to escape the fear and horror. 
Interpretations of dreams are largely guesswork, Freud 
notwithstanding, and retelling them, impossible. But in those 
dreams, people, places, and happenings appear in incongruous 
juxtaposition and contortion providing the basis for surrealistic 
writings. Some of the poems in this collection are taken directly 
from such nocturnal experiences recollected through veiled layers of 
time and the continuous blanketing of subsequent happenings.

Another major source of surrealistic expression is memory. Our 
minds stockpile our experiences and label them with partially 
recalled images not stored in any particular order. Out of this grab-
bag come subconscious, often irrational, surrealistic utterances. The 
accuracy of our recollections, and our ability to reconstruct them, 
control clarity to a certain extent. Readers are left to dig the little orts
out of the oyster shells and find their succulence.

I came to surrealism more through literature, works by Edith Sitwell,
Gertrude Stein, and E. E. Cummings, than through such artists as 
Seligman, Ernst, and Klee, and Duchamp. I met Sitwell and Stein 
and own some of Seligman’s works, and they have all influenced my
thought. Poems such as “Sea’s Power” and “Panorama” are built 
squarely on Sitwell’s patterns.

Surrealism shares its autobiographical nature with all creative 
writing; the author’s personal experiences are reflected in one way or
another. “A Canto of Recollection” “A Canto of Estrangement” and 
“Song Too Early Sung Blues” are completely autobiographical, 
“Diurnal Circle” less so, and “Figs and Thistles” hardly at all.           
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THE ANNUNCIATION

We sit naked by bloody, turbulent waters
toes all atingle nibbled by fishes
awaiting arrival of whatever matters
deafened by seven songs, flashes
of messages torn from the clouds, slamming
our eardrums — or one voice that pushes
us into the water, insistently humming
into our ears that whatever is coming,
we must not get our nuts in a knot.

When they get here, we are eating
our offspring, arguing over the torsos.  
So they sound their sacrosanct prating  
of unknowable hang-ups of ancestors,
artichokes, garlic and bloody hearts
tangled in a cruciform formula.
Still here we sit naked by turbulent waters
awaiting arrival of nothing that matters
and that’s about all that we get.
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SEA’S POWER

In the green dawn by the leisurely sea
where the waves drum their fingers and unfold toward me
and the moon oozes into the tangled mass
of blue flues of steam and dead prairie grass,
a princess there lies throwing flies in the ocean
with kind of a chastised little boy’s motion.
She smiles at the sunrise and then at the sea,
she muses the morning, but never sees me.
I am the cool wind, stiff and tugging,
pulling the chop waves, amber dunes hugging
and tossing their heads (gold hair in my hands)
and plaiting their tresses back into the sands.
I grope in the alleys and race on the hills,
and dig my fingers, like great gull quills
into the ocean and rake toward the coast
a giant sea swell that is tumbled and tossed,
and behind it the power of the depth of the waters
the force of a thousand nautical slaughters.
Anonymous Death makes the laws of the sea
approved by God and enforced by me.
The pretty pink princess asleep in the sand
is dreaming of caterpillars and
of black fluffy blankets which prick at the touch
and wave in the air, though not very much,
and ancient birds that race at her face
and miss by an infinitesimal space.

The screaming of bee-trees overhead
seems in the dreams of the princess, red
to be a ballad of dark blue and blonde
sung by a singer with costume half donned
and torn by the wind, with tatters all flapping.
The princess ignores the waves’ gentle slapping
and warnings in dreams, and warnings that come 
in wind-tossed dreams and trees that hum.
So I gather my forces of black clouds again
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and make toward the shore with great waves and rain.
Anonymous Death makes the laws of the sea
not to be argued with by me.
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MOVING ALONG

Here the traveler pauses
to scratch the elusive itch
of hoary moral lapses
returning to haunt now like children
come of age who never forget
unfitting excesses not seen as unfit.

In the convex mirror objects appear smaller,
shadows only of what never was
clouded by the traveler’s telescopic memory:
a scrotum engorged by the sculptor’s lust,
the rebuff of a finely-honed solar plexus,
disporting himself naked on greenswards
of questionable intention, embracing innocence
innocently embracing obelisks. 
    
After pause, fast forward. 
Hedges wither in neighborhoods, 
villages have no stop signs,
cities rend their garments
at the traveler’s approach.
Galaxies fade in the hard light
leaving a spectrum of yearnings; 
there is no horizon.
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RECOLLECTIONS                              

1

Steps down
with no blood

moving
trauma in the blocks
the plan obscurely
explicable

train tracks
a house boarded up
whose house?  our house

security in the vacuity
of hardwood floors
big people.
and blocks 

2

Early death
mottled tissue
and kindergarten 
in a model A

clove-eyed mice
apples with pie-slice mouths

garter belts
knitted caps 
strung mittens and a dog
always a dog

Jack was a butterfly with a muscular solar plexus  
mudpuddle for punishment
with my second cousin singing Shortnin’ Bread
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the slow arc of an innocent saw
and an enduring love.

3

N is for North
and S

naked awareness
I came from Hell with a caduceus 
a hanger for the jackal’s tail
silver buckles
      and Martha?

A blue ceramic wall
an introduction to mendacity 

we derided her lisp
derived from a French convent
the wire-haired terrier died in the garage.

4

I, self conscious and alone
my humor
without motivation
a cover for shyness

with wheels turning in place
to find Allen in the Lāocŏon
and in me,
the conscience of reaction

5

Authority pantsed 
in the name of the unknown

awakenings of flowers
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in left field, struggling at bat
with the score tied

6

To seek the approbation of indifference
in a world of watch
the incursions upon minorities
until it hurts
showers induce swelling
inhibited by sterile soil

men, chinning themselves on beams
of a cottage in Canada
where gentians 
contend with an influx of stimuli
arousing as half-nudes 
gilded.  
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Biological and religious 
distinctions with scientific imprecision,
the proof in repetition.
 
tweak the muscle
an obvious flirtation

Charlie Pepper, acres of diamonds
and miles of gold
an arc lamp needs calibration
to focus in triple time madness
snapping the jock strap
and the cock crew.

8

Inside, the flutter
bending to peer ineptitude
to pit momentary pleasure, the curve
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around the bend in the track
the smell opposed to chlorine inhaled
as a means of satisfying pressures

two men in a florist shop
to pick up the tab if there’s a payoff
and a sketch of a solar plexus 
alone when Pete goes out with Rosy
and the flutter turns to pain.
 
9

Skin-tinted bathing suit on a blind beach
clothiers insisted on no cuffs
and working through the first hangover
“You’ll be rank, all right”
ridiculing laughter
before pocketing change at the PX
from selling beer after-hours

rough winds on Lake Michigan
made a club foot as unmanageable 
as interrogating a possible suitor
for a marriage doomed before Manitowoc 
morphed into an assignation rebuffed.
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NOW COMES THE AGE

You have to tell yourself
not to look back so often
nor so far. You catch glimpses
of when you 
found yourself
hanging around artsy folk
whose conversation
led you to take up acting
so you could wear make-up
and quote Sophocles 
and Eugene O'Neil.
Sometimes you took jobs,
either to be immersed
in the heart of danger
where temptations
laid you open to indiscretion,
or in remote places
with minimal opportunities.
The reasons you sailed into the wash
of a great lakes freighter
may wane next to your preference
of cats. Forget what may be in you
but cannot be changed
no matter how vivid — 
sweet and sour mixed
to tease the taste buds 
and leave historians
to welter in the shards
of broken mirrors. 
Days will always unfurl 
filled with building  
blocks solid enough 
to be trod upon on paths
uncertain as your commitment
to attend a lecture in February
or to wake up in the morning.
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Well-intentioned friends
like neighbors and doctors
and immediate family
prescribe what is best for you,
proscribe what is not;
attending them warily
like salesclerks and solicitors
signifies merely recognition 
that their goals for the future 
may not parallel yours.         
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Do It

practically anywhere

in the parking lot fumbling for your 
keys

waiting for the newly-condemned to 
say they do

with your cousins or their cousins’ cousins

if it feels good

when your family and friends are looking 
along a path leading through a tremble of 

woods
to the lake where loons can be heard at dusk
and as you look into the distressed silk of the 

water 
do it  

at the Safe-Way where the milk runs cold 
scanning old National Geographics for the bare breasts of 
Borneo
as you drive along forgetting the punctuation of road signs
the landmarks of housing projects

try it
  thinking about

what’s for supper   baseball strikes   erogenous zones   
sermons
   the flora and fauna of tidal basins   trimming your nails
glacial silences   a critique of pure reason   Robert 
Maplethorpe
   Susanna and the Elders   the pimple on your ass   Tom 
Waits 

do it like the lady from Spain
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when the envelopes are on all 
the fruit trees

as if you were doubling your salary
whenever there is more snow in your garden than string 
quartets

while others are up to their ears in oratorios
if you feel like a

pea in a pod
sitting by a brick wall in the sun to get warm.
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OUT OF THE CAN

Water used sparingly, out of the can
dimpled like sesame bold as can be,
quatrains can rattle the brain if they scan
cavorting and sorting out pompousness, see
the whirlybird girly asleep in the grain
and sounding a warning like drowning in rain
pruning a pathway through sassafras grown
to yield its tea for the gardener alone
away for the holidays always when needed
thinking of seasons that never can be,
but water can, wheelbarrow, hose in a swirl
will never make anyone free.
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KITS          

Surprised by sudden needs: 
KY   bathing suit   salt at picnics   church keys    
means of destroying radios on beaches 
bumper stickers for all occasions 
become what kits are for   
why I want mine always with me
I do not know its limitations   its boundaries. 

          Asking is more than enough
          when there is always plenty
          and can I scrooge myself into
          another 1929.  
          Check-out clerks   travel agents   tellers
          make up losses
          out of their own pockets 
          but I agonize too much.   
          One touchdown
          generates thousands                                          
          three outs   millions.
          take up a collection anytime
          my greed is equal only to my need.  

My kit forever with me  
changes as it supplies  
I encounter some parade to honor   protest   
celebrate what would/should be forgotten  
my flag is there bravely 
(with only forty-eight stars)  
days   weeks recall what might not be remembered  
are Christmas  Eid al-Adha  
Martin Luther King’s birthday  
Hanukkah necessary?   
No totem in my kit saves me from my disbelief.    

Glasses   keys   pens   gloves   
replacements   objects only.  
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Why not barbed retorts   
perfect answers for adversaries   
witty repartee   
epigrams repeated in my name:  

                    Antigone had no argument
             

                  with Creon 

         labor differs from management 
         only in demanding more for less

Palestine deserves
                    what Israel got

   some professionals
         don’t make too much money

                   an airport is where you go
when you want to be somewhere else

                    the tail of the 
classroom

wags the dog of 
education

    the lowest common denominator
    establishes standards

life did not end
                    when passenger pigeons died  

       there are more similarities between Islam 
and Judaism
        than Christianity
                    
                   many are called
                   wearing seat belts
   
        television stretches horizons
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        shrinks minds

                    it is easier to accept gospel
                    than to think

        there should be no parties
        after elections

                    not death but burial
                    is unnatural
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THE QUICK AND THE DEAD

            Keep the laborers shouldering plinths  
                                         -- Wallace Stevens

There should be monuments to the fallen that they be not forgotten
in the celebrations of a people no longer at odds with each other
after death. Honor the innocent, lay them in rows on streets built
for commerce and transport, highways to heavenly places with vistas.
Foundations are washed of the blood by the rain, dried by the sun
husbanding harvests that we who survive may eat of the flesh
refreshing ourselves at the fountains of fortune. Engrave names
on stones, placing them carefully on pathways to pyramids rising 
high to the skies in perpetual memory. Polished marble reflects
on reverence, brass plaques hold in perpetuity the forgotten names
of those who died and of those who bestowed on them such honor. 
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FOR YOUNG PEOPLE

A tree is a lovely thing rising high in the light 
not to be green and not sit in your window 
to be seen as sitting.  
A yellow day behind 
reflects lime limbs, leaves, branches 
in sunlight. In shadow 
it appears as nothing, 
no thing to be afraid of.  
Is the bird not safe if food is delivered   
instead of searching, 
crouching by endless undergrowth seedbeds, 
feed beds threatening death? 
Seekers sought but protected 
behind bands of bamboo that 
cannot let predators enter, prisoners out 
to sit surrounded by ideal conditions 
for survival. Maybe devoid of responding song, 
the mating call, 
natural selection of lifestyles, 
migration, propagation, habitat.
What to eat and when in contention, 
pushing up the tallest tangling for the sun.
Branches reach 
as crowds jostle for position 
and climbers clamber over others 
to occupy a place 
under the limitless expanse of the sky. 
Competitors’ tentacles twining 
to pull all contenders down 
used as leverage 
to raise individuals’ hexagonal-sided personalities 
created by squirming masses pressed together below. 
They expand between, squeezed upward 
toward overcoming competition 
aimed at encumbering blue below 
not to remain below, not to be able to be extricated. 
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Blighted by what festers at roots 
impossible to eliminate 
caught in attempts to discover 
a soul in primordial slime 
doomed to remain dependent on the shadow 
of an ancestry relevant no longer. 
It’s seen as superseded by changes 
invisible to thought 
benighted in the muck of mortality.  
Feet submerged absurdly 
flutter kicking in the mired-down underwater rot 
rotting rotted roots 
reaching down into depths of decay.
Traditionally nutrient sources 
grow sterile from overuse 
mistakenly dependent on stagnant ideas 
innocent of change 
cringing in self-induced agonies 
produced with acceptance 
insisting that a bird in the bush 
is worth flight in the open spaces 
of trees above. Taken as isolated 
they assume room 
as they stretch catching sunlight 
under a straightened grain 
elongation of living cells, 
so many needed board feet 
in a nursery, so many to timber 
a city rising in gardens or spaces, 
places where growing unhampered 
allows an expansion upwards to yellow, 
outwards with weather permitting. 
A number of options to choose from 
allowing engagement of a myth with reality, 
a dream becomes a manifestation to focus, 
to magnify crying in the wilderness. 
The peace of the kingdom, 
comes like mantises for mating, 
gnats to swarm 
as adders breed under a poison ivy vine 
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weaving toward the elusiveness of light 
and tangled branches, 
trap an unwary reptile 
or rodent entwined, 
unable to loosen its claws from its snare 
where predation enlivens 
the senses of the hunter 
as laws for the overcrowded 
lead from order to chaos.

[based on Max Ernst,  Painting for Young People, 1943, Collection of
Menil Family, Houston, Texas] 
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SLIDE

The fresh green of memory surrenders to dark thoughts 
among aspiring outworn habits like hazelnut coffee and twisted 
sheets
when what we can no longer do on a hasty trip to New York 
challenges us
and we wrap ourselves like bacon around scallops to be broiled and 
served
to an elite bevy of quail-headed walking sticks.
The slippery path is not easy because Can you get it up? 
subtly morphs into Can you get up? so Julia and Doris Roberts
become indistinguishable. Decisions made like calories instead of 
figs
escalate us past the bargain basement white sales into company
no longer up to doing jumping jacks under incestuous sheets
or getting a body message regularly. Dust is on the tilt-a-whirl bar 
stools
where there is no place like homeopathy since you cannot leave 
home alone.
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VALSE TRISTE

Comely and smiley
homely and wily
they wander the aisles of the vile A & P
looking for bagels and chamomile tea.
Secret tryst
en famille
shopping list
for a meal
they can sit down together at
(gossip and table chat)
discussing their present and what yet will be —  
what traumas they share
which burdens to bear —  
a new baby?
maybe
if only they knew
what income to count on, what the market will do
or how much to spend
so that, in the end
they wouldn’t go hungry nor live off the land
growing radishes, cucumbers, tomatoes and such
which might fill their stomachs, though not very much.
With no meat on their table
they would never be able
to live their lives actively
or dress attractively
(Fashion dictated)
in sweatshirts and jeans pleated
with words on the shirts with political wheezes
like “Nuke A Gay Whale For Ted Kruz And Jesus”   
and Adidas or Nikes, shoes
of distinction whose
outward appearance goes
where it pleases.
After their shopping, they go table hopping
at their favorite fern bar downtown, stopping
to chatter with friends
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of people and trends
and typical trivial matter that ends
when they are invited
to dinner. Delighted    
they gather their parcels
to savor some morsels
of crackers gone rancid and leftover cheese
washed down by pitchers of vodka martinis.   
Later at home, they wonder where dinner went — 
meat they had hungered for
never provided, nor
anything else of substantial intent.  
They look in their larder
then look even harder       
for something that's edible
and though it’s incredible
all they come up with is whiskey and water.

So comely and smiley
homely and wily,
they wander the aisles of the vile A & P
looking for bagels and chamomile tea.
Secret tryst
en famille
shopping list
and a feel
for the needs that pursue them
demands that outdo them.
Should they eschew them?
Not a big deal.
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AS IT WERE

Layer upon layer, bricks rise from trial and error missteps
to skylines silhouetted against a background of concrete,
glass and steel orchestrated by historical evidence
that utility precedes essential nature in a world 
dominated by the demands of an empty stomach
over the satisfaction of a spectacular crescendo.
The interaction of phylogeny and ontogeny 
mimicking each other in perennial acrobatic tumbling 
gives rise to buildings shivering in arctic blasts
blowing in from the cataracts of the Nile. When 
cities are finished, sidewalks crack 
like your mother’s back.
Steeples topple before high-rise structures
drenching playgrounds in mud
obscuring golden sunsets from eyes
invested in real estate against the day
of carpet pulling, of torches failing in the night.  
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DIPTYCH

1

taciturn 
              grizzly as a bear riven by paucity
vinegar on spinach
                               Tantalus stretched for grapes 
piqued over wall-flower contumely
in a snit like children with no bed-time story
intimations of mortality anent Santa Claus
a reject slipped under a pile of inspired potential
       in the dustbin of significant trivia 
overridden
                              a gallery of frames
clothes hangers rattling
  tomato vines rising in a bed of epiphytes

         an opera by Mahler
     sung by the whorehouse quartet

expended virus in a culture of lush fermentation
                         dust on shelves, yesterday’s newspaper 
guttered in neglect

       worshippers in the lottery line
                 a volcano overshadowed by a hummock
                           
listless as a sinking ship 
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2

bubbling
               billowy as a cloudless day
butterscotch on butterscotch
Othello singeing the green-eyed monster with a firebrand
toasting the happy couple
in awe over the rainbow arching above the littered city
the glass not half full nor half empty
but a wholesome libation
a setback serving up a miscellany of instruments for carving
embellishing on the workbench of infinite possibilities
fulfillment

      friends with fellow prisoners
fascination with patterns in mold
the satisfaction of an honorable mention
flirting with nurses
        to discover the flavor of liver
seeing death as a welcome alternative
pennies that burn the palm are not overdrawn figures 
nor banking on interest in empty ledgers 
tidings of great joy in an obscure journal
still waiting
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SONGS OF ACCOMMODATION    

In our nation’s academies are many mansions, hope
abandoned somewhere between slums and campuses.

One cries out in academia awaiting an echo, waiting  
the abandonment. Chalk outlines the dead metaphor,

the part of speech that dreads sunsets without power, 
a filament in a vacuum but the show must go on

with new table hoping in old watering places of pain.  
Assignations frustrate made with new conquests, new tricks.

A bump in the night is not fulfilling. The heart, a balloon
of echoes, of recriminations, of anticipation and dread.

The real killer: there’s blood on the sheepskin. No tickee, 
no washee. And forever anticipating Godot, hoping.

A family can be gonads. And phoning, phoning, phoning 
the trivia of staking out a claim to plexus amenities 

flexed in a cabin upside-down, pistons pumping, arms.
A kukla to a Russian major is a muñeca to a peon.

Camping it up in the alleys of Akron where gandy dancers
erupt jealously slipping glibly into false-faces of infidelity.

A glacial shift like owning up, like an epiphany 
while working on the railroad with an ice skater cabined 

after an old man’s warning that Damon Runyon knew
all about guys and dolls holding on to what they have.

Reconciliation: dissonance therapy in a centrifuge
of waiting outside a door, orgasms, puppet shows.
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Meeting under frowning curtains, drawn to the specs 
of gracious discomfort, anxiety, others with blinders

look away reprovingly. Overstuffed furniture
why we are here, appointments left dangling

assignments arguing for posterity, limbo
in a smoke-filled cosmos of infecundity 

in the calm, a rumbling like rumors of wars, promises.
— neck, a thick column, torso a vine-draped tree

eyes blue as Dutchmen’s breeches, reverberation
a sliding foot on the warp, irresolute decision 

not to whistle Dixie, make hay, lock horns, 
an afternoon of rapture, nothing spoken.   

Reduced to pristine nakedness, introspection,
differences dissolve exposing bare truths

to be exploited, wrestled with like newly-weds
at a convention of ecclesiastical fundamentalists.

Is fruition only momentary; do grapes regenerate
themselves on other’s vines?  Once the mission

is toweled down, one hopes to hear that research
has moved theory to law, repeatable, trustworthy

mutual self-satisfaction at some of the more fashionable 
watering places.  Pennsylvania is not remote,

Michigan an easy commute, and the Canadian side
of Lake Huron, more than a stop-over for Orefors.    

Graduate schools of grunion netted, cuddled rudely
up in the valley down in a basement apartment
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for the middle class to arrange dust and occasional snow.
A mother asks were you two on the bed together?

A social life of greening ineptitude, poring over wares
worn by too much exposure and never enough. Adaptation.

What does youth know of drama without simpering passion, 
outsiders of the Bloomsbury group, Nick the bartender

of classical Greek? And nice arms. The mind widens 
with wine. Fish in their tanks swish as they watch

in the middle of March. Left-over dinners served 
after showers of ecstatic experimentation.

Carpentered from space below stairs, a cubicle 
for impoverishment. Winning a medal

for jumping to conclusions. A callow youth
like a monkey with its paw caught in a gourd 

hungry and pimpled like acne. The music
all Mahler and Brahms, all sesame, all cozened

into an act of acquisition. Gold-sequined air
the color of butterflies edging toward streams

of consciousness, slant rhymes, transcendentalism,
short walks, walks to nearby meat racks, baskets

of flowering exhibitionists, tempting at the edges
of spring, guilt laced with lashings of rationalization.

Reality is caught holding the hand of a patient
with no hands. Repetition is never an option, never

the same. Songs reverberate inside echo chambers off key
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and dissonant. Solemn. Gay. The doorbell rings during prayer. 

Mountains, jungles, deserts eradicate the need for blue funk 
scrabbling around empty-headed northern suburbs

of Chicago, cruising the web. In sunshine, yearning for rain
during recovery, a lingering wish for the good nurse’s touch.

Vicarious. Always the replacement, a bride seeing the groom
in the arms of another man to sublimate reunion. 

Curtains thrown open to pallid sunlight on pillows plumped 
for regeneration.  Under the bed, dust devils swirl. 
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FIGS AND THISTLES

O, you inscrutable
posing, underlying and sometimes lying,
an evasion, easy and impossible, answers
when engines cough, when furnaces
flare in the night and I fail to ask.

Misdiagnosed and quarantined 
by an ingenue with a long face,
I acquiesce only to the dictates of inevitability
since the gods’ intentions
are never scrupulously clear. 

Lying abed, alone or with someone, to await
the elusive epiphany, indisputable, inchoate.

Distributors wrangle
over my dead largess hanging
by threads of desuetude   
with a lick and a promissory note.
Order and its evil cousin procrastination 
sit around arguing, posterity naps
through exigent scrambling for necessaries. 

Wit rose early and late, never suspecting a tumor
which turned out to be a case of misdirected humor.

High walls and the ladder creaks.
Through the needle’s eye,
visions of thinly-disguised sheiks,
their dates and figs fatter, sweeter,
more succulent.  
I watch my innocence pry
at the sharp edges,
riffle about in the medicine cabinet,
pray for cessation of pain.
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After thwarted gestures, dancing the carmagnole,
the bloody offal hangs in otiose junkyards of the soul.

Percussion rumbles afar, the basso continuo 
insinuates that dreams are aspirations
and if I take Ambien they won’t tempt me
to pick the lock while somewhere a key
note conducts electricity in the low strings
of attachments, courting the inevitable.

I listen to the snare’s exquisite attempt at thunder
complacent as Sisyphus is once more drawn asunder. 
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ALL ROADS LEAD TO

 

Rome and Calais –
all the yellow cities
from the window of the chalet
to the lily of the valley
through my soul like a river in flood they flow.

But I am old and not sprightly –
my head a sallow village with a golden dome.
I am molded in the image of a ripened pear
set upon the salver of a Caesar in Rome
served with grapes and apples at some great feast
to act as garnish for the entrée (roast beast)
but for all my weaknesses I find
the peacefulness of a contented mind –
a mind in which I find a welcome home
prettier than any foreign cities bestow.  
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OUTWORN MYTHS

 
What myths wear out
still stimulate those who discover in the gods
acts unqualified
still stir imaginations to step outside

what fears and hopes
and learning teach

to see ourselves in animals’ faces
or anthropomorphic gods
and messianic scapegoats

relevant and enduring.

Myths can mirror and not exclude
the artists’ implications
in both vision and reflection.
Too close to the animal
we fear and deny within us
to be truly creative
unable to see the images
because we have not drawn them

the bison
the deer
the animal made

equal to the animal born
in order to exorcise animal ancestries
separating them from ourselves by our art.

Myths live on
as the poet priest enriches his images
building his bridge from the inscrutable abstract
to the concrete that we can all walk on;

large-bellied whale
goat in the thicket
calf in its own molten image

give myth to metaphor as
the lamb
sheep
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the dragon
give the metaphor to myth.

The poet doctor cuts the cord
to disinherit parents
forgetting genes and hair color

a loss of connection to
and not a differentiation from

because his ego wants the poem for itsself
a product of his intellect
without paying his debt to feelings.

The intuition of the artist poet
begins with consciousness

the loss of man’s connection to animal origins
denial of the myth that man exists in matter.
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JEWELS IN LEVITATION

for Boris Margo, surrealist

He marvels at them, how they come, readjusting to shorts, bathing 
suits, rainbows, views of outer space, galaxies expanding, exploding,
showering down all their shimmering light. He does not join them in 
their shelling game (his head haloed by converging golden spears as 
it will be all day from expectation yet miraculous, each so perfect, so
undefinable) looking for whatever they can find like so many sea 
gulls. Sky blues over grass greens, he notes as he takes off his 
sandals, fine for walking, tanning, maybe swimming later — so 
beautiful he cannot find fault. Winter clothing shed, suns blinding 
across silent seas lined with buildings disappearing under predictable
conditions.

  
Hunters thunder past, their hands full of bread crusts, seashells, time 
capsules, watched by elegantly dressed ladies, knowing that most of 
what they are gathering will end up in little piles somewhere in 
forgotten streets lined with porcelain houses, their windows winking 
with crystalline sparkles reflecting long, wide stretches of sand. 
Flowers emerge, pistils, stamens, expanding into glassy petals of 
translucent colors. Together, they dazzle; separately, each one 
sparkles, glows, radiates its world. Assembled, they reflect 
surrounding light, shelved, forgotten, winter worries replaced by 
mixing colors making pools of splashing amber, emerald, ruby, 
amethyst, carnelian, gold coins washed in from some sunken 
Spanish galleon, rare jewels that never made it to European palaces. 
What they find is already imperfect, ground by wave action, preyed 
upon, faded, useless.

Later, he will collect enough coquinas to be boiled for their 
delicately flavored broth, its green too emerald, too intense to offer 
to gulls who, with equal enthusiasm, rush in, not so whimsical as 
bizarre in their convolutions — out of dreams, out of nightmares,
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weirder than computer-generated fantasies in their infinite variety. 
  
He invents vast tapestries of sea-side scenes, people along his walk, 
in high-flying swings at picnics, milky swirls spiraling outward, 
upward, down again along shores lined with palm trees, sand castles 
with real maidens imprisoned in them waiting for rescue by frogs to 
be kissed into handsome princes, translucent bone china mermaids 
glowing with internal cerulean blue, whole cities golden at night 
dazzling his eyes with sparkling lights.
  
As temperatures rise, fellow strollers display shapeliness that still 
shows on once well-defined muscles assuming motion of their own, 
gathering, expanding, tumbling over each other content to join early 
birds walking now, parading endlessly in colors varying with their 
whims.  He sees them as they were, golden, hard, flexing their purple
sinews to connect crystal gems floating in murky atmospheres under 
yesterday’s fading sun.

Each year is easy as he steps forth for his first early-morning walk, 
merging into atomic structures, geometric figures, strange objects 
from his imagination resembling trophies proudly displayed, echoing
shouts of victories. He will introduce order, create shapes, make 
pictures of sun lovers who settle on blankets surrounded by 
refreshments, their radios blaring, bodies pushing against 
restrictions.  He will see them following their children to water’s 
edge, still glowing in their magentas, their pinks, finding 
grandchildren too difficult to control, leaning heavily on their canes, 
scanning skies for sunnier days
.
Beaches are scoured for rare shells, objective television pictures 
magnified, parents proudly watching as their children throw bread, 
hand-held sunbursts, star fish, sting rays, svelte girls in bikinis.
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As he wanders, it is people he watches, not praising one above 
another, how this man, his cap hiding his baldness, would look in his
business suit giving orders that keep wheels of industry oiled. These 
children, wondering why they can’t eat what they throw to birds. If 
he were being fed like that, he would not shriek as these gulls do, 
attracting more competition. How that woman, covering her 
matronly spread, would look with her hair done up, her long dress 
hugging her generous curves, diamonds at her throat, cascades of 
soundless shades, shapes, textures as her fingers guided by her eye 
seek control over their movement, to curb their ramblings into 
shapes conceived in her mirror as she welcomes her guests. This 
young man, jogging to help stave off incursions of middle age, ran 
track for Purdue, Boiler Makers emblazoned on his sweatshirt. 
Sunshine permeates its depths; thunderstorms stalk its periphery. 
That woman, her hair showing blue under her scarf, her legs grown 
pudgy, once led cheers for her high school, finally marrying — no, it
would be too romantic to suggest her teen-age hero football captain 
— her senior class president at least. Two not-so-young men, 
walking together, keep tab on young men walking alone.

Blue blossoms joining pink next to white with green foliage 
intermixing to become bouquets, arrangements, whole gardens, 
crowds, doing what they do because everyone else does it, fill him 
with wonder. New images visit his limited experience shaped in his 
mind into universes disappointed when those who, showing promise 
at some distance, turn out to be less than interesting as they come 
closer. Patterns, shapes, textures, kaleidoscopic ramblings, 
haphazard accidents, nothing he has seen before, remind him it is 
time to turn back. But he walks on. Cloudless skies have encouraged 
increasing numbers, wild with profusions like flowering bushes 
surrounded by butterflies, stained glass windows glowing with light 
iridescently flowing from above, below, behind, within, himself at 
their center. First foggy then focused, he sees in their faces his own 
face reflected. Condominiums disgorge their inhabitants who join 
those emerging from parking lots, their light radiating to dwindling 
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horizons, converging again where his eyes, shimmering diamonds, 
reflect his universe, his world, his self.
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triptych for our times

1. sit by the fire with me
as the kindling catches.
time stretches out beside us
with no place to go.
be glad for the wind clearing a path
for our needs
in the snow. 

think of those with heavy boots
the cumbersome coats
and appointments.  

let us talk
philosophy and poetry
spread our thoughts out
like blankets over lovers
of culture and comforts
the boar turning on its spit at a luau 
on safari in the grasslands of Africa.

be grateful for the security of numbers
the somnolent flapping of canvas
no clock ticking.

2. harvest bargains 
await our partaking of them
in the markets
in shops 
windows aglow. 
the gold
is not in them thar hills
nor neatly packaged meats
from stockyards.
we can pass as customers
marking time for opportunities
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among sellers of watches
providers of t-shirts and jeans
and purveyors of produce.  

let our feast be frugal — 
no canapés of caviar 
tables laden  
set with candles and lavish linen
our table talk 
confined to romantic adventuring
to narrow escapes and fences.

3. when the moon is filling
with the souls of the dead
the pock-marked shadows
and stars dart behind
racing after the sun
beneath the horizon

shades cover pieces 
torn off 
in an illusion of love-like offerings

as the watch changes —
our fidelity unchallenged
so long as the mares’ tails of clouds
sing our whispers
 
the owl woos the mouse
cats hold court
like lovers making music.
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rites of spring

go down with me now before grasses green before
mandrake rootlets swell beyond ecstasy beyond 
encompassment perfusion go down together now 
when green forthcomes when green impends 
foretokens profuse fulfillment green promises 
stimulated excitation ferns now just fiddleheads 
unfurl still succulent now creepers reach with 
tentative tendrils caress tenderly trunks of trees 
with bare branches shadowless except for 
traceries nakedly embroidered on carpets of 
leaves now you must go with me among 
mushroom caps ready to swell touched with faint 
dampness dew droplets of fresh morning’s taste 
subtle as nectar that overflows like milky warm 
light aslant through young branches and stirs 
dormant juices to circulate systems to issue 
through stems vines veins all atingle in 
anticipation as sun fingers stroke young stalks so 
sap rises to burst buds on branches extending now
arbutus seduces bedded in blankets of needles 
under covers of leaves while violet’s breath teases
watch with me now young lilies emerge linger 
alongside languid rivulets as redbuds reflect in 
pristine nubility underneath skies of pale blue 
enticement all lightly painted with white finger-
curl clouds that beckon with bird flights to lure 
you to go with me now to the woods
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PANORAMA

Cold gaunt bluff
sinuous and rough
with voice that's cruel and harsh and gruff,
we
are seeing green trees
and little streams that must freeze,
a little falling feather breeze.
Be
aware of changing shades
and of lazy-rate parades.
The leaf that falls and fades
shall see
and the smell was brown and good,
but she
insisted that he go away
or that they play some other day,
but wanting not to lose his sway
he
sang a song, a verse
of silliness and terse,
about a purple nurse
and the
moon shone from her bower
pure and white as any flower
on a lonesome figure, thinking
of each constellation, sinking
behind the painted backdrop sea,
and the trees with arms akimbo
that are doomed to live in limbo
and with nothing but a thin-bo
tree
to protect the people under
from the lightning and the thunder
and the frightening flying wonder
that flashes like a big-stinged bee.
Dancing maids, like powder puffs
are the smile on these gaunt bluffs,
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often soften nature’s wrath
and will wind along the strath
of this roaming, foaming river to the sea.
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AUBADE

Someone has seeded the back yard with weeds.
There’s hellebore henbane and mandrake
all in bloom at the same time
so that at night by the shade of the moon
to the frail sweet music of Canterbury bells
the bishop sleeps fearing the actress’ cavil.
Gryphons appear at the sound of a tap on the window.
All the branches fall off the trees
leaving the foliage behind to rattle indignantly
as the jokers                                                                                          
dance a gavotte to the sound
of the reapers harvesting hosta.
Now Jane your first wife spins round once again
to look for her pearls in the lid of the saucepan
and cracks in the floor spread out and widen.
Crows clap.  Strings stretch.  Lights go on in the garden.
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THE ONGOING

I

O catered child
leaning on the world

II

O sweet green youth
of feckless insouciance 

cusps of beauty
on a sunset moon

the shy embrace
insensate

a morning face
feting angels

III

O callow stripling 
irresolute

grapes engorged
with rich endowments

tippling on board
a craft built for cruising

straining at chains 
ironies challenged
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a gosling
ready to fledge 

ballads sung
in C sharp minor

IV

O hot-head leopard
changing

arms of steel
wrapped around futility

the call to combat
purged with hyssop

oaths resonate hollowly
down echoing hallways

the orange in the morning
the russet at night

V

O full blown
a paradigm of homeostasis 

a fair face with eyes severe
and justice

daily charges of innocence
noli-me-tangere

the quest 
spoils 

exploration 
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revealing nations of similarities

to settle
to court ennui

VI

O shadow
staid and dwindling

a crick in the lumbar
infirmaries of friends

the world too wide
a neighborhood of strangers

all the asseveration
of pipes and whistles

the furnace stoked and banked
against the odds

VII

O
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MÖBIUS STRIP

Suppose you are in a city like Boston, say or Bethesda, 
and can’t remember what you’re there for.  
The streets seem half-way familiar 
and you wander aimlessly looking for a house 
in a fraying suburb where a family sits after dinner 
making desultory conversation. You ask to be excused 
and go out into the wash of a sultry sunset 
where strangers you think you should know 
waylay you with a shift of their eyes 
making you realize there will always be those 
better looking than your wife, and children more gifted 
than yours and it’s too late to do something about it.  

Suppose you stop in the twilit alley 
between the edges of memory and morning 
or worse, suppose you don’t.  
The pavement throws gold in your eyes confirming the notion 
that it’s better to head west in the morning. 
The supercilious waiter smirks 
when you order soul food in a place famous for crepes 
and the lunch crowd parts 
with a perfunctory peck on your cheek, 
a polite shake of the hand 
leaving you to take care of the check 
and exploring the streets of the city 
that reminds you of Atlanta, maybe, or Akron. 
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PERCHANCE TO DREAM

Let us now all rejoice in the moment, turning our backs on what
made it this way. The urge that brought us here, that will move 
us on. The exchange of wicked glances in a bar or the spiritual 
uplift of a good sermon. Old habits serve or enslave 
uncontested. The challenge comes with upset, some breach in 
our defenses so we dispatch thousands of warrior emissaries to 
the front, sometimes too late to discover we are not immune but 
equipped with the resolve to conquer. We are so sure of 
ourselves at night, confused when alarmed into a world we had 
little to do in creating. No one suddenly discovers he is dead, 
terribly afflicted perhaps, perhaps dying, but only survivors 
suffer. ‘I would like to thank those who made this possible’ is 
another way of saying ‘you could not have done it without me.’ 
The future implicit in dreams, the past in nightmares, leaves us 
to ponder not where did that come from nor what to do next but 
to look at ourselves and rejoice in the moment.  
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QUINTET FOR SMALL VOICES

The poets of five countries
are born in dust and ashes.
Like the fabulous bird,
they rise to preen
and sing the songs of reason
in the irrational atmosphere
of the unforeseeable, expectable 
rubble. Music swells
from the diapason of the smoke rising
to the continuo of voices underneath
sung as an accompaniment
to outrage. In five-part dissonance
they sing: after the coffee, the Danish,       
the promising kiss recalling 
another summer day.

Between the terror of not knowing
and the horror of realization, falls denial.

Ennui rewards us with its steady flow, 
haunts miserably in absence
like missing the city’s sounds
on a picnic. What’s worse:
poison ivy, a sting, sudden rain.
Complacency’s teeth rattle
when the tenors don’t come in together
or the sopranos wander off key.   

After psalms of disbelief,
complete upheaval first, then resolution.

All the little upsets like stop lights
and potholes, childhood diseases
and ticker shock or a death in the family,
lose immediacy. Our anthems ring
with the solemnity of the cursed    
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ill-prepared to offer salvation
with devastation, our way of life
with clawing our shattered remains 
out of the smoldering, bottomless pit.
Only dirges of lamentation survive
from hymns of praise and glory.
We go into the closet and shut the door,   
even the door of the mind
which should always remain open
to accept what it can  
and to reject what it knows to reject.

Reports are not so exaggerated
as reactions.

 
A chant whispered resounds
loud as any chorus fortissimo,
echoes shaking in the nave.   
If the door is shut, 
it is shut to everything 
we go into the closet to find 
like going to a family reunion to find a mate
or lulling ourselves to sleep 
with wish-fulfillment dreams.  
We see as answer to our prayers
a balanced check book, a winning team,
or overcoming an illness, 
forgetting all the times we pray 
and receive nothing in return.  
For what we receive, we must give 
in terms of time, toil, or treasure.
We seek answers for that which comes unbidden, 
sometimes sanguine, too often confounded.

Empty are the coffers of those who save,
looking only to tomorrow to fill their trove.

Money is wasted on the wealthy, 
big ticket items notwithstanding.
Leave it to youth to spend wildly, 
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the lavish lifestyle and fortunes squandered 
boosting the economy and creating, 
in a trickle-up process, 
comforts and security for the aging 
who can’t get it up anymore 
and that’s what it’s all about.
We still croon to our lovers
lyrics of fervent intent missing 
that evanescent rush, 
momentary satisfaction 
paid for in vanities 
assuaged with outsized houses, 
gaudy baubles, vast accumulations 
depriving the young 
when education and human nature clash.
When howling hormones 
contend with building a future, 
poverty accedes equated to violence. 
Extend to the needy, the ignorant
what necessity and idleness cost 
and eliminate paying for them 
in a bootless penal system and restitution.
The pain of raising minimum to living wage 
opens society to uncharted excesses 
pitted against living in humiliation.

The loftiest edifices need the deepest foundations
that their inconceivable destruction be only cosmetic.

Landfills and dumping grounds              
stretch to receive holy burdens,
souvenirs of commerce laid waste
by zealots sacrificing themselves
for indefensible causes.
From the rubble and wasted lives,
the debris of deferred hopes,
shining skylines rise. Architects of the future
devise their designs on the shambles
of the present to regain the glories of the past.
The song of the wrecking ball is loud in our land, 
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cranes hover high above, whooping crescendos, 
scaffolding below humming pianissimo
the hymns of rebuilding, expansion.

Over the scars, plaques to remember,
to help us forget.

Percussion rumbles afar; the basso continuo 
insinuates that dreams are aspirations
and if we take aspirin they won’t tempt us
to pick the lock while somewhere a key
note conducts electricity in the low strings
of attachments, courting the inevitable.
We hear the snare’s exquisite attempt at rainfall
complacent as Sisyphus reaching the peak.
Anthems of amendment rise 
to drown the rattle of retaliation,
abolishing blemishes
and raising our vision above the ravage
like looking from afar
at our planet — 
a beautiful mottled blue jewel.
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PARADOX

She was eating blue skies
the way an anteater eats missionaries.
Her eyes closed and inside her lids
she saw only crawdads scuttling,
parachutes settling on everything
she had been taught
about blue skies, anteaters,
crawdads and parachutes.     

CAROM

To navigate in depressive streets of one-way potholes
looming with predictable surprises devoutly to be eschewed,
guard against aspirations of having our bodies recycled
as fertilizer or pet food. Barking shins and bruised egos
bounce aimlessly between fulfilled temptations
and satisfactions of misplaced altruism 
leading to conclusions ricocheting 
between Olympian high jumpers and bruised fruit. 
Without friction, a missile decimates a hapless fleet, 
heads aimlessly with unbridled animus eventually 
to an underwater illusion of fulfillment.   
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PREPAREDNESS

 
Among habitués approaching
vauntingly, diffidently
those purposeful and initiated
scheming and skillful
or those less assertive
reticent but receptive
one hesitates, pauses
irresolutely at the threshold
surveys, tense, unfamiliar
sensing certain threat and welcome
a knowledge that unawakened feelings
are not new, recalling moments
suppressed but relevant,
sentiments unexpected but component
emotions stirring but remaining latent
unused quarters
seen to be exploited.

Doors creak open, 
bang shut,
as layers of pretense
and sophistication removed
reveal bare truth,
regarded, considered
accepted or rejected
in the eyes of expert
adjudicators and apprentices alike
well-equipped
vying with emergent
strengths and weaknesses
noted and compared
seekers groping
for realization and fulfillment
in fetid cloister
and steamy sanctum.
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Reduced to pristine nakedness
in the unrelenting light
of inspection and introspection
external differentiations
are shed to expose underlying
valid distinctions and values
a critical sense
developing along with systems
of adequate action and reaction
standards evolving.

Exposure and association 
inundation and absorption
lead one gradually
but inexorably
beyond edges of awareness
through expanding atmospheres
of apprehension and enlightenment
to broadened concepts
couched in security
inner confidence
loss of innocence
and self-fulfillment.
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THREE  EVILS

 

1.  THE EYE IS NOT SATISFIED WITH SEEING

What the Africans saw in the colonies
big houses & cars
boozy parties
servants to do the work

they wanted without consideration
that something of value acquired
means something of value exchanged.
Like fully-fledged cowbirds
demanding to be fed by sparrows
like peering into toy store 
and jewelry shop windows
we learn what our needs are
(and most of our thoughts)
as adherents of television
for the deaf and the blind --

pictures and words for the deaf
explained and read for the blind 

to limit concentration
the attention span
social amenities

by endless repetitions and interruptions
and partisan selectivity
vicariously widening horizons 
into worlds of entertainment

sports
world affairs
and local weather

bombarding the senses into insensitivity
so we no longer need to look out our windows
to read beyond headlines
or daily flyers of food coupons 
and catalogues
to analyze our selves.
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2.  THE EYE IS SATISFIED WITH NOT SEEING

A picture might be worth thousands
(words, yes, but dollars?)
or stuck away somewhere in a museum
to be seen by people who go to museums
never by those who don’t eschew gum.

If you had the money
would buy a Picasso?
What could you do with it
or with the money if you did not buy the Picasso?
Would it be worth a thousand words?

You can’t smell, taste, feel, hear a picture.
It looks at you maybe suggesting
maybe setting your taste buds on edge
roaring deafeningly or tantalizing your nose
or making you feel its roughness or smoothness.

It works on your eyes
with its shapes and colors
its textures and movement
beyond your frame
beyond where you ever were.

3. THE MIND IS SATISFIED WITH NOT KNOWING

Do you believe in Santa Claus?
Do you believe in Yoda?
Do you believe in god?

The works of Santa must be explained
to those who don’t believe;

the logistics are impossible
chimneys are not big enough
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reindeer cannot fly
but presents still arrive on time.
No one has seen the Grand Master of the Jedi 
except projected on a screen.
There are those who leave their healing
to Jesus.

 
Neglecting the nature of things

we cross our fingers
work up a shiver on Halloween
or passing a cemetery
cross ourselves when in need

assigning causes to beliefs.

Thor is hiding in our Thursdays
lightning reduced to charges
iris blooms after the rain
narcissus only in the spring
ankhs have magic power on purses

the gods have been consolidated.

Advertisers must decide
the vulgar have the money
assured by medical monopolies
lawyers with profitable answers
and parties after elections.

Blessed are the naïve.
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IN MEDIAS RES

We expend all we know of  
carving inartistic patterns into soft stone
less cognizant than migrations, not recognizing
arrivals as terminal nor accomplishments
as definitive. Our paths are strewn
with decay and renewal like trees
or civilizations recreated after extinction.
We are not critical of what we absorb,
beginning each generation anew
teetering between knowledge and speculation,
totems listing in the wind. Inventions 
like religions and politics pave the way 
providing mirages of icons on platforms.
Slogging through the dregs in local thrift shops
we deck ourselves in finery suitable
for the garden and coming-out parties 
we have not experienced
except in our bucket lists of blind anticipations.  
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A CONCEIT OF VANITIES

         — after Kurt Seligmann

i.

the banner proclaims the man
heading nowhere east  
nowhere with no legs in a shoebox

hat worn with the conviction of the absurd
without motivation

with wheels turning in place
the representational
the conscience of reaction

             ii.

contrive
more in a snail of a hat

in quilted armor and puffy sleeves
go east   go parade   go proud
to seek the approbation
of indifference
in a world of watch
the incursions upon minorities
until it hurts

iii.
the costume inhibits the dance

indistinguishable
as encumbering vanity
as feathers on a hat
as the dancer with entangled legs

the moment less
than preparations

iv.
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Porgy less futile
the rig will never get there
nor the weathervane a sail
a caterpillar emergent into a world
of eat and die after a moment of mobility
almost a fad
a hat to laugh at
from the rotogravure
exit shoebox right (or east)

v.

     a mirror
  supersaturated

          filled to the frame
 and overflowing
     splinters

vi.
 

add a fancy
the purple metallic
of eyes plucked and painted
copies looking from the east

new shapes of materials
on old vessels
hair like mink
to keep up with

a shoebox decked in fashionable bunting
enter right mincing along the apron
carefully

vii.

on the sleeve
never on the sleeve

         enter
         shut
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         pray
         reward

in secret and easterly open
to be seen left and right knowing
the formula any or all

         give
         forgive
         lead
         deliver

what the advertisements promise
earning the gold and diamonds in her hair
penthouses and yachts shall be added
where the act and figure of the heart is

        I never knew you
        I am not what I am

viii.

to be seen
performers to perform
for money or applause?
lowest common denominators

 prevailing
appealing
highest bidders

anyone on television
on videos
or in arenas
to make money
peacocks never in the pantry
with voices

stand-up comics
political activists, right and left
talk show hosts
rock singers
evangelists

like peacocks in the pantry
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ix.

an excess
always an excess
with too much and always more
never as enough                                                                              
does a million do
a million for millions
never for the millions
for a few more millions
does a million spread to millions?
one in a million with a million
one buys a palace two palaces 
for one

x.

even the ugly
sometimes always
regardless in pursuit
relentlessly
facing east

and go go go go go
forgetting the object
to have one’s way
irrespective and
sometimes for money
expecting
unilaterally
and not

xi.
 

after the hand is played
another deal

always redemption
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always waking
the excuses of a lifetime

scapegoats
rationalizations
laying blame
resolutions

January first after the old year
death in autumn
in spring the leaves again
(but not the same leaves)
resurrection
suspense awaiting

the poet
the phone call
the crescendo
the sounding of the last trump
winning the lottery
laying up treasures
in good works
in heaven
in the First National
in popular acclaim

the cycle continues
as the world turns
all my children
our egos refusing to believe
that we will not be part of it

xii.

good is always up (or east)
with brass handles down
a thousand dollar box with brass handles
and silk on a hill

for the view
for the comfort
for goodness sake

dressed to kill
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what has already been returned
should be considered enough
down drains

in the garbage
to assuage the gods’ hunger
for replication
without the indignity

the inhumanity
of seeing ourselves laid out
defenseless in the cold ground

we have paid our debt
save our souls.
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STUFFED

It was all so good I thought ‘tomorrow’ 
but one always says that, and that was when
two of us found instantaneous attraction 
and did it under the conference table.  
“I was looking for my pen” I explained 
to fellow conferees failing to convince anyone.  
After the dinner with Lee, 
putting my cat in the suitcase and driving to the Upper
Peninsula 
where my brother and his wife have never had a cottage 
with a view of the entire Lake Superior 
to find the cat had clawed its way out 
alive but terribly mangled. My howl of utter horror and guilt 
would have put a strain on Jessye Norman’s vocal abilities, 
the illusion louder than reality.  

The out-of-body times are not confused with death 
when I can enter the mind of Brad Pitt 
by going through the television screen 
and making him scratch his crotch as a signal to his lover 
or entering the body of Tom Brady
as he executes the perfect quarterback sneak 
while I gorge myself on junk food.  
I have choked while inhaling 
and seen the pearly gates 
looking like the Brandenburg Gate 
and Saint Peter in the image of Freud 
searching for anyone totally altruistic 
while I decide that when I die, 
it doesn’t matter what is done with my body 
since without it, the spirit finds it hard to act: 
when juices stop flowing, 
the belly stops its creative gurgitations. 
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DIURNAL CIRCLE

1

I sleep on my left side
dream dreams
wake with the uncoupling of a kiss
to the glories of an endless day
as the cat stretches and expands
like the morning.

2

papers and stars contend
mist rising 
cobwebs
sleepy dust
echoes of dreams
        with the news of repetition.          

3

Routines obtrude.
a weather eye
out for the jaded anticipation of mowing
the excuse of shopping.

4

The cowboys wear glitz
in spangles and (some)

makeup

       leathern chaps
outlining baskets and asses
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 — but that isn’t it.

a tiny flower?
bees in attendance

            humming

Someone throws a switch
          but we don’t wake up
                    till late morning
                              tells us we were lost.

     In the sand
     under the saddle
     jangling only for the moment.

5 

Shirt to the knees
and cap tasseled
feigning innocence

   when the moon is filling
with dead souls
the shadows pock-marked 
.
I love you beyond all this
raising the stripes

      and stars dart behind
racing after the sun
      beneath the horizon.

6

Shades cover pieces
            torn off 
in an illusion of love like offerings
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      as the watch changes
your fidelity unchallenged
so long as the mares’ tails of clouds
               sing our whispers.
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A CANTO OF ESTRANGEMENT

I remember us in the
streets of Ann Arbor:
broken shards pieced together 
leaving the sum to conjecture, 
in a convertible down State Street 
chanting ‘an admiral red whose only notion, 
a butterfly poised on a pigtailed ocean.’ 
Who in those days had a convertible?  
Maybe we were walking.   
Maybe it wasn’t State Street where, 
like poets at a medical convention, 
we were too conscious of our visions 
that would never lower the mortality rate.  

It was always you and never I ready to 
accept 
for better and worse Joe’s strangenesses 
met while doing his dance 
around the pyre of dissimulation, you 
foreign to it all, 
sensitive to altered tongue accommodated 
you the lox & bagels, 
I with a predilection for nice arms.  
Joe just there, just waiting to depart, 
but I departed first.  

What wiles you two beguiled 
before you laughed, 
before you found that I had been taken (how
willingly) 
upside down in the adjoining cabin in 
Canada, 
agreed upon but not adopted, 
the sun that beautifies, that burns.  
No word came to Kampala, 
nothing to Escazú of adjustments.  
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I could only feel a bear in hibernation. 
I kissed the Southern Cross and you, your 
only lover, 
until the mystical hypotenuse 
dissolved into incorporeal legs. 
There were no other Joes; 
the hounds of spring missed winter’s traces, 
and the joys we shared as we tarried 
no longer echoed off the walls of Marshall’s
Book Shop, 
the butterflies have fled 
and the doctors have all gone home.
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SINUOUS PATH TO A WAKE

   

It’s about visiting the house on a hill attained by a sinuous path 
I find I must take on my way to a wake.  
Many people meander aimlessly adding confusion 
and, coming down, not being able to find my car.  
Great stress, lasting a long time in dream time, 
maybe only moments on the luminous face of a clock, 
threatens ominously over my head.  
I wake myself completely 
to clear the image from my mind.  
Later in limbo, looking for the house 
in a large, foreign city. 
The street to the right of a huge hospital complex 
doesn’t look right. I begin to skirt hospital grounds 
to find the road I think I remember 
located somewhere to the left.  
Finally, two boys who claim to know how to get to the house, 
offer indistinct directions in exchange for a dollar.  
On my way, meeting a Brit (gay?) in a mint-clean Jag, 
somewhat disassembled.  
The Brit wants to show me a picture:  
The first box he opens is not the one; 
it seems to have paper currency of unknown countries.  
Finally, he unrolls a huge panoramic photo 
of a bunch of women who look like factory workers.  
It becomes 3-D with water spraying 
and smoke rising from chimneys.  
Legends inscribed at its edges 
announce in neat neon letters 
what they would do to make the world better.  
I wander around the corner — the man’s assistant emerges, 
but I don’t get a good look at him — to find expensive 
counter displays of perfume bottles and castles.  
To identify that they are made, not of aluminum, 
but of twisted bandanas and prickly caterpillar skins 
fashioned to enhance seductive haute couture mannequins, 
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I thrust them aside to find myself shivering 
and saturated in a cold, steaming sweat 
while in thickening mists in the distance, 
I see a catafalque disappearing, 
slowly progressing up the hill I was looking for
but it isn’t a house, exactly, I go to —
not like anything familiar, 
but maybe a state of mind.  
It seems I am awake but senseless, 
aware I am not alone, 
but my eyes and ears are where I left them, 
closed, unhearing, and I cannot feel anything.  
If mother, father, all my dead friends are here, 
I know they won’t be able to see me: 
we have buried or cremated all possibility of that. 
Non-physical people in paradise, itself non-physical, 
must be experienced in non-physical ways.  
I know I cannot wander about because 
what I have wandered with is no longer with me, 
no legs for cats to lean against, 
no hands to probe through dogs’ fur 
nor ears to hear bird song, nor tongue 
to taste the flavor of steak.  
When I awake, I bring with me no proof 
that such baseless claims — 
conversations with old friends,
looking down on the living,
the many mansions —
can be true, no evidence that it is false.
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FISH

These are the fish.  
Rushing toward the headwaters of the flood, 
they rise to my bait.  
If I don’t eat them, 
the principal will mandate masks. 

The papers signed, 
the men seek some semblance of order shouting, 
“It does little good noting that America 
is far behind in its weaving program 
unless you are prepared to trim the selvage!”  

My cat morphs into a dog of similar proportions 
and I can’t find him in the usual places: 
Soulard during Mardi Gras, 
on the blue towel at the bottom of the drawer in my study, 
anywhere around the Presidio 
as the Golden Gate opens for a procession of tall ships.  
“The zoo was crowded that day and I hadn’t shaved,” 
the stocky man quotes, his biceps bulging 
under layers of lotion drowning the tattooed angel.  
There’s difficulty in predicting 
which of the dead will visit 
like buying a car with the cash 
from a sweepstakes entered, 
dreaming of charities, 
destitute relatives in Chillicothe, Ohio, 
hotel suites @ $3,000 a night.  
Not to be gainsaid, they come, 
one or two at a time, 
puttering around in the kitchen, 
toting home treasures from the Art Fair to crowd closets, 
populating the archives of lives spent more profitably 
getting on with the minutiae of attaining homeostasis.
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A DECLARATION OF WARS   

resorting to strikes or somebody else’s death
innocence thwarted by unilateral credos  
the impossibility of obtaining
sugar  leather  meat  gasoline  anything metal

conscripted into a popular war
an expensive prelude to Vietnam

beasts supreme in their territoriality
defend what is theirs only
against predators & liberators  
instinctively
gory remains to be eaten

don’t-you-know-there’s-a-war-on
Americans at odds with those who started it

themselves for political & economic gains
regardless of the cost 
learning to hate & kill
smugly totting up body counts 
cosmetic blood smearing the village streets

an atmosphere of thou shalt not
but never love your enemy until
you end up not loving anyone

big fish don’t hate their prey
minnows   whose hunger they 
serve to satisfy

cities with teeth missing 
like prostitutes’ skeletons
bred from an inability to bargain
cold slabs of glorification
mounting warm ignominious flesh
to interrupt the spasm

cultures rise to be destroyed
strikes and wars differ in degree
in their failure to settle differences
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snakes cannot argue, they strike
their monstrous egos blinding them
like laborers, like men  
it is easier to hit than talk

reason sits aloof from conflicts
puts to sleep offending causes and effects
the silencing of sirens

accord is lost
leaving in its wake
distrust and misunderstanding
when the envoy goes away 
because he is disinclined to reason
at the conference table

the U.N. sleeps its usefulness away
and still the sirens sound their warnings
and innocents awake
to wonder how the battle goes

management and labor
set aside the greater good
in arguing their causes
and ending in a strike
a war in small 
that could have been avoided

prepared for
trouble often goes before it starts
giving way to reason
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INSOMNIA

The old ploy will not work.  
I try to lure you past the offering of a beer, 
you disappearing.  
Es ist nur ein Nebelstreif. 
Memory and anticipation 
confuse desire with fulfillment. 
A picture cannot be handled, tasted, smelled, conjured
with, 
nor music. 
The useless arts beleaguer, 
tempt me with promise, mystery, suspense. 
Headlights reverse shadows above my distracted
eyes, 
peer through the glass 
at the silent shattering of all tomorrow’s pictures. 
I cannot hypnotize you, myself 
into a compromised condition of flesh and illusion.  
Your absence and my need reconcile — 
my prayer no more than wishful thinking,
some selfish thing to do: 
a Nobel prize for turning labor unions into jellyfish, 
silencing those who quote god 
depriving me of choice to wake you up, 
roused by toast and coffee, 
dreams subsiding into weekends at the beach, 
going back to puberty, 
knowing what I know now. 
I cannot sleep, 
negotiate the blankets to find my cock is write 
protected —
retry or cancel.  
Offering the beer again succeeds 
like Tantalus serving aces. 
I emerge, surrender, shiver into slippers.  
All the channels focus less transparently 
than Seurat’s dots of distracting pigment. 
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I try again scanning through the wheels of fantasies 
— wobble, fail, fall into disconnected dream un-
sequences 
distracted by the body’s other needs. 
The flesh rejects mind’s lies —  
surrenders to its own.
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SONG TOO EARLY SUNG BLUES

I

Meeting under frowning curtains, drawn to the specs 
of gracious discomfort, anxiety, others with blinders

look away reprovingly. Overstuffed furniture
why we are here, appointments left dangling

assignments arguing for posterity, limbo
in a smoke-filled cosmos of infecundity 

the calm rumbling like rumors of wars, promises.
The neck, a thick column, torso a vine-draped tree

eyes blue as Dutchmen’s breeches, reverberation
a sliding foot on the warp, irresolute decision 

to whistle, make hay, grab horns, strike, direct
nothing spoken.   

II

Carpentered from space below stairs, a cubicle 
for impoverishment. Cloistered. Winning a medal

for jumping to conclusions. A callow youth
like a monkey with its paw caught in a gourd 

hungry, pimpled as dunes, the acne of perfection.
The music all Mahler and Brahms, all cozened

into an act of acquisition. Gold-sequined air
the color of spiders edging toward streams

of consciousness, slant rhymes, transcendentalism,
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short walks to nearby meat racks, baskets

of flowering exhibitionists, tempting at the edges
of spring. Guilt laced with lashings of rationalization.

III

Reduced to pristine nakedness, introspection,
differences dissolve exposing bare truths

to be exploited, wrestled with like same-sex couples
at a convention of ecclesiastical fundamentalists.

Is fruition only momentary, do grapes regenerate
themselves on other’s vines? Once the mission

is toweled down, one hopes to hear the research
has moved theory to law, repeatable, trustworthy

mutual self-satisfaction to some of the more fashionable 
watering places. Pennsylvania is not remote

Michigan an easy commute, and the Canadian side
of Lake Huron, a stop-over for Orefors?    

IV

A family can be gonads. And phoning, phoning, phoning 
the trivia of staking out a claim to plexus amenities 

flexed in a cabin upside-down, pistons pumping, arms.
A kukla to a Russian major is a muñeca to a peon

camping it up in the alleys of Akron where the rocks
erupt jealously slipping glibly into false-faces of infidelity.
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A glacial shift like owning up, like an epiphany 
while working on the railroad with an ice skater cabined 

after an old man’s warning that Damon Runyon knew
all about guys and dolls holding on to what they had.

Reconciliation: dissonance therapy in a centrifuge
of waiting outside the door, orgasms, poetry entering 

V                                     

graduate schools of grunion netted, cuddled rudely
up in the valley down in a basement apartment

for the middle class to arrange dust and occasional snow.
A mother asks were you two on the bed together?

A social life of greening ineptitude, poring over wares
worn by too much exposure and never enough. Adaptation.

What does youth know of drama without simpering passion,
outsiders of the Bloomsbury group, Nick the bartender

of classical Greek? And nice arms. The mind widens 
with wine. Fish in their tanks swish as they watch

in the middle of March. Left-over dinners served 
behind showers of ecstatic experimentation.

VI

In our nation’s army are many mansions. The litter
divided like on the plantations, one cries out in academia

awaiting an echo, a Buick borrowed in the rain, waiting.
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In absence, the abandonment. Chalk outlines the dead

metaphor, the part of speech that dreads sunsets.
Without power, a filament in a vacuum; the show goes on

to the east side, always at home, the steam, new table hopping
old areas of pain. Visits frustrate made with new conquests,

the bump in the night not inviting. The heart — a balloon
of echoes, of recriminations, of anticipation and dread.

The real killer: there’s always room at the Y. 
No accommodation without passion. Waiting. Hoping.

VII

When reality sets in, holding the hand of a patient
with no hands. Repetition is never an option never

the same. Songs reverberate inside echo chambers off key
never ending. Solemn. Gay. The doorbell rings during prayer. 

Mountains, jungles, deserts eradicate the need for blue funk 
scrabbling around empty-headed northern suburbs

of Chicago, cruising the web. In sunshine, yearning for rain,
during recovery, a lingering wish for the good nurse’s touch.

Vicarious. Always the replacement, a bride seeing her husband
in the arms of another man to sublimate reunion. 

Curtains thrown open cast sad shadows on pillows plumped 
for regeneration. Under the bed, dust devils swirl. 
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SLIDE

The fresh green of memory surrenders to dark thoughts
among aspiring outworn habits like hazelnut coffee and twisted sheets
when what we can no longer do on a hasty trip to New York challenges us
and we wrap ourselves like bacon around scallops to be broiled and served
to an elite bevy of quail-headed walking sticks.
The slippery path is not easy because Can you get it up?
subtly morphs into Can you get up? so Julia and Doris Roberts
become indistinguishable. Decisions made like calories instead of figs
escalate us past the bargain basement white sales into company  
no longer up to doing jumping jacks under incestuous sheets
or getting a body massage regularly. Dust is on all the tilt-a-whirl bar stools
where there is no place like homeopathy since you can’t leave home.
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THE FAT IS IN THE FIRE, BOYS

      for William Empson

The storm is not so great as the crawl 
insinuating crescendo into our regimen of entertainment,
the sounds of reconstruction fading down the corridor.
We fill the hours with twiddling, as much accomplishment
as we can muster, waiting for the end. Libraries 
loan books by landlubbers on oceanography,
volumes given to researching microbiotic lives
while, in retrospect, Great Literature passes from recall,
the most egregious potholes are glossed over
and gold medals tarnish in forgotten caches.
Passing bells toll too late at the celebration dinner  
when honors are bestowed no matter how parsimoniously
nor how faint the final ripple. 
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NON É MAI TROPPO TARDI

  
An explosion

never an explosion
an explosion sends one left and under

where she raises her stick 
flailing ineffectually at

from her breasts threatening suns
moon walking  head in stars  

travailing in birth
one looks back laughing 

one trips fantastic
some profit from pain

finding in others’ losses their gain
horses prance their chariot away

from heads turned away
from chaos escaping from

razors slashing at flesh
swiped at by fragments sharper than  

atoms predictable as people
one sits on his oracular whirlwind undaunted 

reading peas like entrails 
any cleric harasses with a straw

that old dragon its many inventions biting the heel
shattered leg  losing balance

stomach breached  armor like petals in hail
arm gone  disemboweled 

always a different
always a sometime
always a happen

an explosion always 
not an explosion

a snail admonishing
non é mai troppo tardi
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